i Contact and bookings
Verband Christlicher Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder
(VCP) e.V.

VCP Guide and Scout
Center Großzerlang

Wichernweg 3, 34121 Kassel
Phone: +49 (0)561 78437-0
www.vcp.de
www.vcp-bundeszeltplatz.de/en/
info@vcp.de
bzg-info@vcp.de

The campsite in the north of Germany

0 About VCP
VCP Guide and Scout Center Großzerlang near
Rheinsberg in Brandenburg is situated directly at
lake „Kleiner Pälitzsee“. Besides impressive natural
surroundings, the campsite offers various educational
adventures, a canoe station and a nature trail.

U How to get there
Take a train to
Neuruppin, then
a bus via
Rheinsberg to
Großzerlang.
More information about train
connections is available
on www.vbb.de/en
VCP-Bundeszeltplatz
Birkenweg 15
16831 Großzerlang
www.vcp-bundeszeltplatz.de/en/
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* Way to the camp

VCP, the Association of Christian Guides
and Scouts, is the protestant guide and
scout association in Germany.
It is open to people of no or any other
denomination, religion or belief.
Over 47.000 children and youths attend
our groups; more than 5.000 volunteers
commit their time to the association.
VCP is the owner of the Guide and Scout center.

z Guide and Scout

Z Experiencing nature

Center Großzerlang

To love nature is the heart and soul of scouting and
guiding. The campsite offers a nature experience
for all senses.
The campsite has been certified as a
„WOSM SCENES Centre“ by WOSM
(World Organization of the Scout
Movement), being a sustainable
and ecological centre of learning
situated in a particularly beautiful landscape.

The Association of Christian
Guides and Scouts (VCP)
welcomes you to the Guide and
Scout Center Großzerlang.
With this campsite in northern
location VCP offers children and
youths the opportunity to experience sustainability and ecology.
The twelve-hectare site in
Brandenburg is on the lakeshore
of „Kleiner Pälitzsee“ and is part
of the nature park „StechlinRuppiner-Land”.

H Nature trail and

educational material

e Canoeing and fun on the lake

On differently sized areas, the campsite offers a lot
of space for 800 children and youths and approximately 100 tents. Two sanitary buildings hold
sufficient showers and toilets, some fully accessible.
There are designated campfire sites.
Firewood and construction
wood is available.

The swimming spot with two bathing jetties is
close to the tent areas; Canoe rental is available.
VCP’s canoe station is an official DKV (German
canoeing association) recognized canoe station.
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g The Campsite

B Outings
Großzerlang’s surroundings
offer many interesting
outings: Rheinsberg feat.
its castle; Neuruppin,
lovingly restored hometown
of writer Theodor Fontane
and the memorial sites of
former concentration
camps Ravensbrück and
Sachsenhausen.

A nature trail enables visitors to experience
and understand the variety of ecosystems to
be found on site. At fifteen stations, a variety
of different habitats, their residents and their
interependency are explained.
Also available: material kits for different
age groups containing information,
activity recommendations and project
suggestions to explore further topics like
the forest, pollinator
gardens or solar energy.

N Forest altar
The forest altar is
situated on a glade.
It is a beautiful place
for devotions or a
service.

